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In this research, we examine the effects of color on information processing. Five studies show that people process the central elements

of both color and black-and-white pictures spontaneously. However, color pictures draw a person’s attention to the peripheral

elements of a picture as well, more so than black-and-white pictures.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
The effects of using color in various forms of marketing com-

munications (e.g., television and magazine advertising, package de-
sign) have received much attention from marketing researchers. One 
area of color effects that has not received much attention is the type 
of information processing that is elicited from a viewer by color vs. 
black-and-white (bw) stimuli. We focus on this topic in this research. 
In particular, we argue that people process the central elements of 
both color and bw pictures spontaneously. However, color pictures 
draw a viewer’s attention to the peripheral elements of a picture as 
well, more so than bw pictures. We further show that the differential 
attention drawn by color to peripheral elements of a picture can af-
fect some important consumer decisions such as product categori-
zation, feature evaluation, and subsequent choice. Our findings also 
provide practical guidance for strategic use of color in marketing 
communications.

A picture generally contains the main elements of the object 
being depicted (e.g., a chair) along with contextual elements (e.g., 
the color of the chair, the floor, and any other peripheral elements). 
When exposed to a picture of an object, a viewer’s focus is first 
drawn to the global shape of the object (Arnheim 1954, 1957; No-
jima 2003). However, our vision system is designed to continuously 
change its focus as it tries to locate the next piece of important infor-
mation (Janiszewski 1998). In a bw picture, the salience and value 
of each element are relatively even, thus inhibiting specific parts of 
the picture from being distinctive. As a result, our visual attention 
tends to stay focused on the global form of the bw picture, rather than 
exploring other elements. 

In contrast, color diffuses people’s attention to the various ele-
ments of a picture because it causes each element to be salient and 
distinctive (Itti and Koch 2001; Janiszewski 1998). Consequently, 
a viewer’s attention is drawn to various components of the picture 
rather than stay relatively focused on the overall form and shape of 
the object. In a study directly examining attention shifts while read-
ing a newspaper, Bohle and Garcia (1987) found that viewers’ atten-
tion is first directed to the main part in a newspaper page, regardless 
of the presence of color. Afterwards, however, viewers’ attention in 
a color present condition moved toward the colored, less essential 
block at the bottom of the page, while it stayed on the main part in 
the color absent condition. 

To summarize, people exposed to a bw picture are expected to 
focus on the central elements of the picture while those exposed to a 
color picture are likely to focus not only on the central elements, but 
on other peripheral elements as well. These differences in attentional 
focus lead to several interesting consequences that we explore in five 
studies.  

Study 1 shows that people exposed to color pictures attend to 
the peripheral aspects of the object depicted in the picture more so 
than they do when the pictures are presented in bw. Both types of 
pictures do not differ in the attention drawn by the central aspects of 
the pictures. Studies 2 through 5 show the effects of such differential 
attention to peripheral aspects on common consumer decisions. In 
study 2, we show that people exposed to objects presented in color 
are more likely to use their perceptual features as a basis for catego-
rization than people exposed to the same objects in presented in bw. 
In Studies 3 and 4, we investigate whether color vs. bw presentation 

of products can affect consumers’ evaluations of product features as 
well as choices. If color makes people focus on unimportant fea-
tures of a product, those features should be perceived as more impor-
tant and carry more weight in the subsequent decisions (Mackenzie 
1986). Consistent with this notion, in Study 3 we find that non-criti-
cal product features were rated as significantly more important when 
the product was presented in color than in bw. Study 4 further shows 
that color increases the choice probability of a suboptimal option, 
suggesting that color can sometimes lead people to spend unneces-
sary extra costs. In Study 5, we show that the increased choice prob-
ability of a suboptimal option is mediated by the increased perceived 
importance of the otherwise unimportant product attribute.

We believe that our research generates some important theo-
retical and managerial implications. The first theoretical contribu-
tion of our research is in reconciling prior findings that have argued 
for color to be more attention-getting vs. being distractive. We show 
that color does both. It draws greater attention, but only to peripheral 
details of a picture. Insofar as the peripheral details are not neces-
sary to interpret a picture, it is true that color distracts by drawing 
attention to those details. However, such increased attention is not 
at the expense of attention to central aspects of a picture, but due 
to added attentional resources drawn from the reader. Thus, color is 
both attention-getting and distractive. Second, our work extends the 
previous research into consumer decision domain by demonstrating 
that the increased attention to unimportant product features can lead 
consumers to respond differently in tasks like product categoriza-
tion, feature evaluation, and choice. These results thus suggest that 
marketers can strategically use color to achieve different marketing 
goals. Third, our finding that color (bw) pictures are conducive to 
the processing of peripheral (central) information suggests a link to 
the construal level theory. Indeed, the way people process color (bw) 
information is akin to low- (high-) level construal as the focus is on 
the low- (high-) level features (Trope and Liberman 2010). Future 
research is in need to investigate this link. 
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Table 1:  Summary of Results
STUDY 1 

(DV=change detection score) 

Change in Central Component Change in Peripheral 
Component

BW Color Contrast BW Color Contrast
2.69 2.84 P = .20 2.07 2.36 p <.01

STUDY 2 
(DV=% of participants who categorized the products based on 

perceptual similarity)
BW Color Contrast

10.0% 23.1% p <.05
STUDY 3 

(DV=Importance rating)
Central features Peripheral features

BW Color Contrast BW Color Contrast
6.38 6.57 p=.44 5.16 5.99 p<.01

STUDY 4 
(DV=% of participants who chose the product with more 

peripheral features and higher price)
BW Color Contrast

26.1% 50.0% p <.05
STUDY 5

Mediator= Importance rating  
of peripheral features

DV=Purchase likelihood of 
product with more peripheral 

features and higher price
BW Color Contrast BW Color Contrast
4.44 5.25 p=.057 3.57 4.22 p=.08

Mediation analysis result: b = .45, SE = .07;  
95% confidence interval [CI] = .01 to .81


